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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce yourself and the program. Talk about the Training Suite as a set of workshops and lectures designed by the Ministry of Transport and Communications Cyber Safety Team to serve Students, Parents and Teachers. Highlight the need to spread the knowledge about safe and unsafe behavior online in school communities. Make it a brief introduction but remember to introduce yourself and Ministry of Transport and Communications. 
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The estimation in which a person or thing is generally held; opinion

A high opinion generally held about a person or thing; esteem

Notoriety or fame, especially for some specified characteristic.

Collins English Dictionary - Complete & Unabridged 10th Edition 2009 
© William Collins Sons & Co. Ltd. 1979, 1986 
© HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009

Online Reputation – Definition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a slide where you have an opportunity to explain what online reputation means. Tell participants they should not panic but they have to realize that each time they go online they have to think of what they are doing as it adds to their reputation online.You might want to use slides from the digital fingerprint lecture to make the statement more appealing. Try and encourage participants to find examples of reputation in real life and how they gain it. What are they known of among their friends? Is there anything they are famous for in the family? Is there anything their employer likes about them? Do they have any people they dislike? What do they think of them? What do others think of those people?This is exactly how a reputation is created. It’s about liking or disliking someone and building your opinion about others based on their behavior and other people’s opinion on them too. Pretty much biased and very often unfair but this is just the way it is so we have no choice but to accept it and just play the game – be conscious constructors of our own reputation. Also the online reputation. Change the slide
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Who is creating it? All internet users create it for themselves and contribute to other people’s online reputation.

How is our online reputation being developed? Through Googling, chatting, tweeting and undertaking all sorts of 

different activities online. And also sometimes even without doing much. We need to remember we should 

Google our own name or nicknames we use from time to time in order to check what information are attached 

to them. Sometimes we can find out someone is putting some content online using our name and we can take 

some actions to report and stop such an attempt of identity theft.

Online Reputation – Who, How, When and 
Where?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comment on the process of online reputation development. Below you’ll find examples of questions and answers. Also encourage participants to add to it.Who is creating it? All internet users create it for themselves and contribute to other people’s online reputation.When is our online reputation being developed? All the time. Once we go online for the first time or once someone mentions our name online we are able to create our online reputation and we also have to be aware that it also is being created for us (other people can comment on our profiles or put our pictures online etc.)Where is our online reputation being created? Everywhere online. So it is being developed by users of all sorts of devices – computers, tablets, smartphones, consoles etc.How is our online reputation being developed? Through googling, chatting, tweeting and undertaking all sorts of different activities online. And also sometimes even without doing much. We need to remember we should google our own name or nicknames we use from time to time in order to check what information are attached to them. Sometimes we can find out someone is putting some content online using our name and we can take some actions to report and stop such an attempt of identity theft.Change the slide 
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When is our online reputation being developed? All the time. Once we go online for the first time or once 

someone mentions our name online we are able to create our online reputation and we also have to be 

aware that it also is being created for us (other people can comment on our profiles or put our pictures 

online etc.)

Where is our online reputation being created? Everywhere online. So it is being developed by users of all 

sorts of devices – computers, tablets, smartphones, consoles etc.

Online Reputation – Who, How, When and 
Where?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comment on the process of online reputation development. Below you’ll find examples of questions and answers. Also encourage participants to add to it.Who is creating it? All internet users create it for themselves and contribute to other people’s online reputation.When is our online reputation being developed? All the time. Once we go online for the first time or once someone mentions our name online we are able to create our online reputation and we also have to be aware that it also is being created for us (other people can comment on our profiles or put our pictures online etc.)Where is our online reputation being created? Everywhere online. So it is being developed by users of all sorts of devices – computers, tablets, smartphones, consoles etc.How is our online reputation being developed? Through googling, chatting, tweeting and undertaking all sorts of different activities online. And also sometimes even without doing much. We need to remember we should google our own name or nicknames we use from time to time in order to check what information are attached to them. Sometimes we can find out someone is putting some content online using our name and we can take some actions to report and stop such an attempt of identity theft.Change the slide 
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Anonymous is a word often used when talking about Internet. It means nobody is able to recognize who 

you really are. The trouble is that we are NOT anonymous online. If someone wants to identify us – this 

is possible. When we create a nickname we still use the same device we usually use so the device still 

can be identified. And to create the nickname we sometimes use familiar names or birth dates – all 

those are additional hints for someone who would like to identify us.

Online Reputation – Being anonymous? Not 
really!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anonymous is a word often used when talking about Internet. It means nobody is able to recognize who you really are. The trouble is that, as we mentioned before – we are NOT anonymous online. If someone wants to identify us – this is possible. When we create a nickname we still use the same device we usually use so the device still can be identified. And to create the nickname we sometimes use familiar names or birth dates – all those are additional hints for someone who would like to identify us.We have to talk to children to make them aware of the fact that each time they do something online it’s as if they did it in a shopping mall – there is a lot of other people around who can possibly discover it.So, wanting to efficiently take care of our online reputation we mustn’t forget that doing things that are inappropriate might ruin our online reputation even if we think there is not a slightest chance for anybody to recognize us. Usually there will be some people who would join the dots and say “Aha! I know this guy! This is my classmate from the high school. And look at this! Unbelievable he’s done this  Let’s brag about it on Facebook!!!”. And you are cooked! So why risk being caught? We shall just treat the internet as a public space and only post there what we think is appropriate to be published.Generally we have to be careful and not disclose data we don’t want to be public. Nicknames, passwords, tokens and similar ways of protection were invented to help us and it is wise to use them but we have to remember to stay alerted anyway. So – have a good password, keep the password to yourself and think of possible consequences each time you put information online. And enjoy your internet adventure Change the slide
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Online reputation is based on people’s beliefs and observations and therefore we have to take good 

care of what impression we make online.

Everything we do online automatically becomes the next part of our online reputation. When we always 

post classical music pieces and suddenly we post a piece of rock people would probably notice it and 

immediately think there must be a reason for this change. When we always post funny sentences from 

some websites people probably think we are funny and we have a sense of humor but some of them 

might also find it annoying and childish…

Online Reputation – It has an impact on our 
lives!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tell participants that there are different things we do online that influence our online reputation. Examples: writing, posting pictures, posting music, visiting websites, joining social networks etc.Everything we do online automatically becomes the next part of our online reputation. When we always post classical music pieces and suddenly we post a piece of rock people would probably notice it and immediately think there must be a reason for this change. When we always post funny sentences from some websites people probably think we are funny and we have a sense of humor but some of them might also find it annoying and childish...As we mentioned before – online reputation is based on people’s beliefs and observations and therefore we have to take good care of what impression we make online.Different characters depicted in the slide represent some examples of opinions people can have about us. Ask the participants to choose one character and try and think what online behaviors might have led to this kind of reputation. EXAMPLE: 1. Posting a lot of funny pictures               2. Making a lot of grammar mistakes in posts    REPUTATION OF A CHILD               3. Talking a lot about schoolOnce earned reputation doesn't have to be permanent but we have to remember that some things might be remembered longer by others. For example if we keep posting silly pictures of ourselves and in some time we apply for a job as an accountant, our future employer might think there is a good chance we still are irresponsible and infantile and an accountant needs to be well organized and reliable…So each move online should be done carefully and keeping in mind that what we find funny or exciting today may one day prevent us from fulfilling our goals.Change the slide
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Once earned reputation doesn't have to be permanent but we have to remember that some things might 

be remembered longer by others. For example if we keep posting silly pictures of ourselves and in some 

time we apply for a job as an accountant, our future employer might think there is a good chance we still 

are irresponsible and infantile and an accountant needs to be well organized and reliable…

So each move online should be done carefully and keeping in mind that what we find funny or exciting 

today may one day prevent us from fulfilling our goals.

Online Reputation – It has an impact on our 
lives!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tell participants that there are different things we do online that influence our online reputation. Examples: writing, posting pictures, posting music, visiting websites, joining social networks etc.Everything we do online automatically becomes the next part of our online reputation. When we always post classical music pieces and suddenly we post a piece of rock people would probably notice it and immediately think there must be a reason for this change. When we always post funny sentences from some websites people probably think we are funny and we have a sense of humor but some of them might also find it annoying and childish...As we mentioned before – online reputation is based on people’s beliefs and observations and therefore we have to take good care of what impression we make online.Different characters depicted in the slide represent some examples of opinions people can have about us. Ask the participants to choose one character and try and think what online behaviors might have led to this kind of reputation. EXAMPLE: 1. Posting a lot of funny pictures               2. Making a lot of grammar mistakes in posts    REPUTATION OF A CHILD               3. Talking a lot about schoolOnce earned reputation doesn't have to be permanent but we have to remember that some things might be remembered longer by others. For example if we keep posting silly pictures of ourselves and in some time we apply for a job as an accountant, our future employer might think there is a good chance we still are irresponsible and infantile and an accountant needs to be well organized and reliable…So each move online should be done carefully and keeping in mind that what we find funny or exciting today may one day prevent us from fulfilling our goals.Change the slide
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Google (verb) – search using “Google.com”

Identity theft – an act of pretending to be 
someone else using the other person’s name or 
nickname

Like (verb) – click a “Like” button to express 
interest or liking

Digital fingerprint – a mark we leave each time 
we go online

Online Reputation – Basic terms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tell participants this is the vocabulary they should get familiar with when talking about online reputation. Remind them about the importance of checking the web for the updates on your own personal details. Sometimes you might find out that people write really bizarre things about you or on behalf of you. So you better develop a habit of checking it once in a while. Writing things pretending to be some other person is called identity theft. This is like stealing someone else’s name. Apart from being rude and bad in general it is also a criminal offence and as such can be prosecuted.Sensitive content – a very wide, not very precise term  This is any content that might be regarded harmful or offensive by other people. So we just need to be careful and consider very thoroughly whether the information we want to put online is really harmless. Especially in multinational or multicultural communities this task is very difficult. Ask the participants for examples of the information that they would find neutral but other people might find inappropriate. Are there things that would be acceptable for Muslims and wouldn’t be acceptable for non-Muslims? Are there things that would be acceptable for non-Muslims but wouldn’t be acceptable for Muslims? Encourage discussion trying to avoid taking sides – just listen and facilitate. After the discussion or when you feel the discussion is getting to emotional – conclude saying that because of those differences in culture and also moral judgment the best solution is just to avoid putting this kind of content online. When we are from different cultures but we know each other for a long time we can discuss different issues and try to explain our point of view but there is no place for this kind of confrontation in public space.Like button is very useful but it can also be tricky. Especially young people often “Like” things they simply find funny. And some of those things are inappropriate at the same time. So what happens if someone notices we liked a really inappropriate picture? Our online reputation is being compromised.Report button is very important as it helps us notify the administrator about different abuses online including differwent acts aimed at destroying our or someone else’s online reputation.Digital fingerprint and netiquette are wider explained in separate lectures, so feel free to use the slides if you want.Change the slide 
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Report (verb) – write to administrator about 
inappropriate content being put online or a 
person breaking rules online

Netiquette – a set of online rules

Sensitive content – any information that might 
cause confusion or be inappropriate for some 
people. It’s better to avoid putting any type of 
sensitive content online

Online Reputation – Basic terms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tell participants this is the vocabulary they should get familiar with when talking about online reputation. Remind them about the importance of checking the web for the updates on your own personal details. Sometimes you might find out that people write really bizarre things about you or on behalf of you. So you better develop a habit of checking it once in a while. Writing things pretending to be some other person is called identity theft. This is like stealing someone else’s name. Apart from being rude and bad in general it is also a criminal offence and as such can be prosecuted.Sensitive content – a very wide, not very precise term  This is any content that might be regarded harmful or offensive by other people. So we just need to be careful and consider very thoroughly whether the information we want to put online is really harmless. Especially in multinational or multicultural communities this task is very difficult. Ask the participants for examples of the information that they would find neutral but other people might find inappropriate. Are there things that would be acceptable for Muslims and wouldn’t be acceptable for non-Muslims? Are there things that would be acceptable for non-Muslims but wouldn’t be acceptable for Muslims? Encourage discussion trying to avoid taking sides – just listen and facilitate. After the discussion or when you feel the discussion is getting to emotional – conclude saying that because of those differences in culture and also moral judgment the best solution is just to avoid putting this kind of content online. When we are from different cultures but we know each other for a long time we can discuss different issues and try to explain our point of view but there is no place for this kind of confrontation in public space.Like button is very useful but it can also be tricky. Especially young people often “Like” things they simply find funny. And some of those things are inappropriate at the same time. So what happens if someone notices we liked a really inappropriate picture? Our online reputation is being compromised.Report button is very important as it helps us notify the administrator about different abuses online including differwent acts aimed at destroying our or someone else’s online reputation.Digital fingerprint and netiquette are wider explained in separate lectures, so feel free to use the slides if you want.Change the slide 
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Online reputation – what can we do?

Monitor our presence online

Make children aware of the consequences of building an online reputation

Implement rules

Protect our property online

General rule – remember you are in a public space!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remind participants about the issues that were discussed earlier and mentioned again in this slide. Encourage discussion. Remind participants of the importance of implementing rules. Adults need to set rules and boundaries in real life and online as well as this helps the users to undertake social interactions without fear and in supportive settings. Use Parent’s hints if you find it useful. Remind participants they have right to monitor and influence the online activity of their children. Those are the areas they should take into consideration when thinking of setting rules: How much time can the child spend online?What information is safe or not safe to be put online?What websites/networks can your child join/visit?What content you find inappropriate?Each parent or teacher can probably also think of other issues to be considered. Discuss with the participants – what would they add or modify? 
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Everyone! Teachers can raise awareness among students, parents can talk to their children, educate 

them and help them monitor their online presence. All members of family can talk to the child and teach 

him/her rules of behavior, all members of community can learn about online reputation and try to 

educate children and other adults.

In what way can we raise awareness? By organizing campaigns, events and workshops but also by 

following the rules and talking about them in everyday life.

Online reputation – who can contribute to 
the protection of an online reputation?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Encourage discussion. The answer is everyone but do not answer for the participants. Examples – teachers can raise awareness among students, parents can talk to their children, educate them and help them monitor their online presence. All members of family can talk to the child and teach him/her rules of behavior, all members of community can learn about online reputation and try to educate children and other adults.In what way can we raise awareness? By organizing campaigns, events and workshops but also by following the rules and talking about them in everyday life.
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What is online reputation?

How can we protect our online 
reputation?

Who can do something about online 
reputation?  

When do we build our online reputation?

Where do we build our online reputation?

How do we build our online reputation?

Online reputation – what have we learned 
in this lecture?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Encourage participants to answer those questions. If they are not willing to answer – tell them.Highlight the role of acting together. Use previous slides to help participants answer the questions
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Thank you

For more information,

please contact us at info@safespace.qa

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Closing slide – you can leave it on when participants approach you to ask additional questions or exchange contact details.


